Abstract. One motivation for many agent-based models is to predict the future. The nonlinearity of agent interactions in most non-trivial domains mean that the usefulness of such predictions will be limited beyond a certain point (the "prediction horizon"), due to unbounded divergence of their trajectories. The model's predictions are increasingly useful out to the prediction horizon, but become misleading beyond that point. We exhibit and characterize this behavior in a simple model, based on the polyagent modeling construct, which uses multiple ghost agents mediated through a shared environment to explore alternative futures concurrently for a domain entity. We also discuss how a single agent in such a model can estimate the prediction horizon based on locally available information, and use this estimate to modulate dynamically how far it seeks to look into the future.
Introduction
"Det er svaert at spå -isaer om fremtiden." 1 Nevertheless, prediction is important in any domain that requires planning, and has been the object of extensive study. Laplace believed that to an observer with enough information about the present and sufficient computing capability, no detail of the future could remain hidden [9] , and many technologies have been developed in an effort to realize his vision.
Laplace's optimism foundered on the discovery of irreversible processes in thermodynamics, as well as sensitivity to initial conditions. Nonlinearities in the dynamics of most realistic systems drive the exponential divergence of trajectories originating close to one another, a phenomenon popularly denominated as "chaos." As a result, while we can predict a short distance into the future, our vision becomes blurred as we look further.
We cannot see as far as Laplace anticipated, but we can estimate how far we can see. A predictive tool that assists a planner in the short term will be a detriment if the planner relies on it beyond the prediction horizon, the point at which its predictions degrade. Predictive tools should incorporate mechanisms to monitor their own behavior, so that they can warn the user about their decreasing acuity with increased lookahead.
The polyagent modeling construct [12, 13] can fit a model of an agent to its observed behavior, and then extend this model into the future to provide predictions [14] . In experiments on military operations, this mechanism outperforms both experienced human soldiers and game-theoretic mechanisms, but it is not immune to the nonlinearities that defeated Laplace. This paper demonstrates the prediction horizon for polyagents in a simple experiment, and discusses how it may be detected. However, the polyagent mechanism is not the only one that is vulnerable to a prediction horizon. Any predictive mechanism is subject to this limitation, and the lessons we draw from a polyagent example apply to other predictive approaches as well.
Section 2 reviews the polyagent prediction mechanism and the dynamical concept of divergent trajectories. Section 3 describes the structure and behavior of a simple experiment demonstrating this phenomenon. Section 4 offers discussion and analysis. Section 5 concludes.
Polyagents and Divergent Trajectories
The two technical foundations of this paper are polyagent-based prediction and trajectory divergence in nonlinear systems.
The Polyagent Modeling Construct
The polyagent modeling construct associates each domain entity with multiple agents: a single persistent avatar (which may use complex reasoning) and a swarm of transient ghosts (which typically coordinate stigmergically [10] ). The avatar manages the stream of ghosts, which explore alternative behaviors in order to advise the avatar. This concept has been applied to a number of applications, in manufacturing [3] , robotic routing [17] , and combat modeling [15] , and is related to the delegate systems developed at Katholieke Universiteit Leuven [7, 19] .
The polyagents use their ghost populations to jointly emulate their interactions with each other and with the (physical) environment their domain entities are embedded in. Each ghost is a simple probabilistic abstraction of the domain entities, exploring a possible trajectory around the current space-time location of that entity from its recent past to the near future. Ghosts of different polyagents may emulate the interactions of their entities (e.g., military engagements of fighting units) through successive manipulation of markers in a shared computational environment that also presents states (e.g., weather conditions) or constraints (e.g., buildings, roads, rivers) of the domain to the ghosts. Thus, our polyagent modeling construct relies heavily on the mediation of multi-agent interactions through a shared environment. To use the polyagent for prediction, we borrow a model from nonlinear dynamics. Many systems can be described by a time-varying state vector, often analyzed as vector differential equations,
When f is nonlinear, the system can be formally chaotic, making long-range prediction impossible. However, one can anticipate the system's near-term behavior, by fitting a convenient functional form for f to the system's trajectory in the recent past, and then extrapolating this fit (Figure 1, [8] ). Iterating this process provides a limited look-ahead. This approach requires systems described by mathematical equations that can be fit using regression methods such as least squares. It can be applied it to ghost agents whose behaviors are derived from digital pheromones that they sense in their environment. Each ghost has a personality vector of weights in [-1, 1] that describes how strongly it is attracted or repelled by each flavor of pheromone. To predict the future, the avatar generates ghosts with random personality vectors and inserts them into the recent past in a faster-than-real-time simulation of the domain. The ghosts follow their personalities in moving through the recent past to the present, at which point the avatar selects the fittest ghosts (based on their behavioral similarity to the observed entity) and breeds their personality vectors genetically. The fittest ghosts are then allowed to run into the future to predict likely futures of the entity (Figure 2 ). In realistic wargames, this mechanism predicts the future better than both experienced human staff and game-theoretic reasoners [16] .
Trajectory Divergence in Nonlinear Dynamics
Nonlinear systems (which in principle account for virtually all realistic systems) exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions (known informally as "chaos" or the "butterfly effect") [ In physical systems, this divergence lies at the root of the failure of Laplace's program. Crutchfield et al. have argued that the only true randomness in the universe originates at the quantum level, and that pervasive evidence of randomness at the macro level is due to the action of chaos in effectively pumping quantum-level uncertainty to macroscopic levels [6] .
Nonlinear systems may exhibit the butterfly effect. But is this effect a rarelyoccurring academic curiosity, or a common problem? The question is empirical, but we can build intuitions from the behavior of a very simple system, the onedimensional cellular automaton. Perhaps the simplest such system to exhibit nontrivial behavior is one in which each cell can have one of two states, and the state of a cell at time t depends on the state of itself and its two immediate neighbors at t -1. The behavior of 256 such automata has been extensively studied [24] . Sixty show high-entropy evolution with the potential for the butterfly effect. Thus sensitive dependence characterizes a sizeable region of the behavioral space of a very simple system. Furthermore, as the size of the CA's rulespace increases (with more possible values per cell and a wider neighborhood), chaotic rules become more frequent, and ordered rules less frequent [25] . For systems whose complexity is comparable with the real world, chaotic behavior is likely to be ubiquitous.
Thus responsible use of any predictive mechanism requires that we recognize that the farther we look into the future, the less accurate our predictions will be. At some point, looking further into the future will stop being an advantage, and will lead to decreased performance. We call this point, the "prediction horizon." We must recognize the existence of this horizon and take steps to estimate it if we are to make responsible use of predictive tools.
Superficially, the challenges of the prediction horizon resemble those of overfitting in pattern recognition as was pointed out by reviewers of our research. In both cases a system is trained against one set of data and its output compared against another, and in both cases failure to attend to the issue reduces the accuracy of the output. But the two issues are fundamentally different (Table 1 ).
• They have different causes. Overfitting yields a defective model that is overspecialized to the training data. The prediction horizon results from the inevitable divergence of a perfectly correct model due to nonlinear dynamics.
• Different mechanisms are used to detect them. Information criteria (e.g., the Akaike or Schwartz information criteria) can detect overfitting, by balancing the information content of a model against the degree of fit that it offers. Such criteria are inappropriate for dealing with the prediction horizon, which can arise even when the information content of the model is at the appropriate level. Local estimates of divergence must be sought, some of which we discuss in this paper. Detect horizon and don't predict too far
• The correction differs in the two cases. Overfitting is corrected by detuning the model (e.g., omitting some degrees of freedom by regularization). The correction for the prediction horizon is to detect it and not try to predict past it.
A Simple Experiment
We demonstrate the prediction horizon with a simple experiment involving pursuit and flight. Our experimental setup consists of two randomly distributed populations of avatars, c Cowards and r Rambos 3 , situated in a toroidal arena k units on a side (a kxk square whose top and bottom are connected, as are its left and right sides). Cowards flee from Rambos, while Rambos approach Cowards. Each avatar deposits a digital pheromone in the environment, tracking its location. At each time step, each avatar samples the pheromone of avatars of the other side in its environment, and probabilistically decides whether it has engaged the adversary. The higher the pheromone concentration, the more likely an engagement is. If an engagement takes place, the Coward avatar dies with probability p (1.0 in our current experiments). Rambo avatars are immortal. When a Coward avatar dies, a new one is born at a random location, keeping the population constant. Each avatar generates ghosts (one per time step) to guide its movement. The ghosts execute a random walk starting with their avatar, for a number of steps (the lookahead of the prediction). The ghosts determine the likelihood of an encounter by sampling the other side's pheromone. Rambo ghosts sense the Coward avatar pheromone, while Coward ghosts sense the Rambo ghost pheromone. When a Coward ghost and a Rambo ghost encounter each other, with probability p (again 1.0 in current experiments) they kill each other, and their avatars are notified of the location where the encounter took place. (Rambo ghosts, unlike Rambo avatars, are not immortal.)
Rambo ghosts live for 100 time steps (but only report their deaths within 10 steps of the avatar). The lifetime of Coward ghosts is the main independent variable in our experiment, and represents the distance into the future that the Coward looks ahead.
Periodically, each avatar takes a step. The interval between steps is the maximum of the Rambo and Coward ghost lifetimes. Each Rambo avatar wants to find Coward avatars, so it is attracted toward locations where its ghosts have died in encounters with Coward ghosts. It takes one step in the direction of the weighted sum of unit vectors from its current location to each of its ghosts that have died since it last moved. We call this weighted sum, the avatar's "guidance vector."
We weight the distances to dead ghosts to give more emphasis to nearby threat locations. The weighted sum is computed by scaling the distance r of dead ghosts from the avatar by Coward avatars want to avoid Rambo avatars. Each Coward avatar computes a weighted sum of unit vectors to its dead ghosts and takes a step in the opposite direction.
Preliminary probes show that the optimum lookahead for the configurations we explore is in the range [0, 25], so we run the system with settings of Coward lookahead ranging over [0, 25] in steps of 1 and then over [25, 100] in steps of 25. Rambo lookahead is fixed at 100 for all runs. Each run of the system has a fixed length of 500 avatar cycles.
We expect performance of Cowards first to increase as the lookahead increases, and then to decrease as it passes the prediction horizon. Success for a Coward means evading the Rambos, and thus experiencing fewer casualties. Since runs are of a fixed length, we use the total number of Coward avatar casualties as a performance figure. Thus our dependent variable can be interpreted in terms of the death rate of Cowards.
The mechanism leading to decreased performance beyond the prediction horizon in this case is confusion arising from detecting multiple adversaries. When the lookahead is too small, the Coward ghosts seldom reach any Rambo ghosts, and thus cannot give the Coward any information on the direction of danger, so it cannot avoid Rambos. When the lookahead is too long, the ghosts of both sides can reach all areas of the arena. Now a Coward learns of dead ghosts in every direction. Again, it cannot learn the direction of greatest danger. The predictive functionality enhances the Coward's performance most at an intermediate level of lookahead, the prediction horizon.
We are also interested in information that reflects the guidance available to a single avatar. For this purpose, we collect the number of dead ghosts on which each avatar bases each movement decision, the magnitude and angle of the sum of vectors to those ghosts (both scaled and unscaled), and the total distance covered by the avatar in its lifetime.
Analysis and Discussion
We consider evidence for the existence of a prediction horizon in our simple scenario, then explore its variation with configuration, and describe some ways that an agent can estimate it locally. Finally, we compare our work with related research. Unless otherwise noted, points in these plots are the mean over five separate runs.
As a general note referring to the initial discussion of the practicality of predicting non-linear complex systems, this model is very simplistic and should be considered an illustration of the proposed problem and the suggested approach to identifying and controlling prediction horizon effects. The "complexity" of the space of future states that we are trying to control is primarily due to the random walk of the ghosts that rapidly accumulates variance in estimating the future.
Evidence for the Prediction Horizon
For a run of 500 steps with ten Cowards and five Rambos on a 10x10 arena, Figure 3 plots the number of Coward deaths at prediction horizons ranging from 0 to 100. As expected, the number of deaths at first drops rapidly with increasing lookahead, from nearly 110 with 0 lookahead to about 35 with a lookahead of 4. Then it climbs rapidly and asymptotes around 90. Cowards can usefully predict and avoid threats for horizons on the order of 3-5, but then the future becomes increasingly murky.
Variation of the Prediction Horizon
The prediction horizon depends on the system's configuration. To illustrate this, Figure 4 plots the same statistic as Figure 3 , but for different configurations, varying the overall arena size (in the columns) and the relative number of Cowards and Rambos (in the rows). The absolute numbers of Cowards killed varies with both parameters: smaller arenas and larger Rambo populations lead to higher casualties. Furthermore, all the curves have the same basic shape, with casualties at first decreasing rapidly with increasing lookahead, then increasing to an asymptote (incompletely achieved in the 20x20 arena). The dip in the curve, indicating the region of useful predictions, varies considerably in width. The x-axis is the same in all four figures. On a larger arena, Cowards can make useful predictions out to a lookahead of 20 or 25 (upper-right), a point at which their predictions would seriously degrade on the smaller arena. The ratio of Rambos to Cowards also impacts the width of the useful region, most noticeably on the 20x20 arena, where fewer Rambos lead to a much broader minimum and much gentler approach to the asymptote.
This simple example shows that the prediction horizon is not constant for all agents or for a single agent at all times. It depends on the complexity of the agent's environment (illustrated in our example by the overall density of agents and the relative population of Cowards and Rambos). This complexity varies from agent to agent and from one moment to the next. For example, in real combat, agents are not reborn to keep the population constant, as they are in our system, so the density will vary over time. In addition, the density will vary spatially, leading agents in different portions of the arena to require different lookaheads. The dependence on density is a characteristic of our application, and other applications might depend on some other parameter, but the point remains. To use prediction effectively, agents must not only recognize the existence of the prediction horizon, but also learn how to estimate it dynamically.
Estimating the Prediction Horizon Locally
The prediction horizon is a global emergent feature of the system. We observe it by looking at the number of dead Coward avatars per fixedlength run (equivalently, the rate of Coward deaths). Making such information available to each agent compromises the locality of agent interaction that many applications require [11] . It would be much better if we can identify local indicators that an agent can use to adjust its lookahead dynamically, indicators that are available to each agent without directly consulting other agents or some system-level oracle.
We have studied three possible local indicators: the avatar's net speed over its lifetime, and two features (length and angle) of its guidance vector. All three are motivated by the intuition that an agent that is getting useful information from its predictive process should show this in its movement. Its guidance vector should tend to be longer and will tend to point in the same direction from one step to the next, and its overall speed should be greater than if the avatar were executing a random walk. These are only heuristics. An agent that is effectively evading numerous adversaries could exhibit as many sudden turns as one that is wandering randomly. But it is instructive to evaluate all three candidates. Figure 5 shows the dependence of Coward avatar speed (total distance covered divided by lifetime) as a function of lookahead on the 20x20 arena. There is no clear correlation between speed and the prediction horizon. The most effective avatars in terms of survival cover no more territory overall than do those executing a random walk.
Given this result, we might not expect any correlation in angle changes. Computing angle changes is subtle, because at some steps an avatar may not have any dead ghosts, and in this case the angle of the ghost's vector is not defined. For each avatar, we compute the angle (in [0, 2π]) of its vector at each step, dropping those steps for which its angle is undefined. Then we compute the smallest difference in angle between each pair of successive vectors. We compute the mean value of angle difference for each avatar, and then over all avatars with the same lookahead. Figure 6 shows the result. Again, there does not seem to be any significant variation as a function of lookahead.
Our third candidate for a local indicator of the prediction horizon is the length of the guidance vector. If the agent is seeing many adversaries, the vector will be shorter (since it will be the sum of components pointing in different directions). So we expect a large vector to correspond to good agent performance.
The number of dead ghosts contributing to the guidance vector varies from step to step. So we normalize the vector length by the number of dead ghosts. Figure 7 shows how the scaled, normalized vector length varies with lookahead. As expected, scaled vector length is maximal at the prediction horizon, and drops off on both sides.
However, the length is not adequate to guide a Coward's decision. Figure 8 shows the same plot for the 10x10 arena. Even though the region of accurate prediction is much narrower for this case than for the 20x20 arena (Figure 4) , the scaled vector length is too noisy to capture this difference.
But there is still hope. Figure 9 shows the standard deviation of the scaled guidance vector as a function of lookahead for the same configurations as Figure 4 . This statistic clearly shows the broader width of the useful prediction region in the 20x20, five Rambo configuration. To use this information, the agent should keep a record of the length of its guidance vector, and adjust its forecast horizon to maximized the variance of this history. In the case of a polyagent, the avatar would not allow its ghosts to run past the point at which the variance of guidance vector length drops off.
The usefulness of the variance of normalized length depends on the decision scheme used by the agents in this experiment, whose structure has been kept simple to highlight the basic processes in operation. Brueckner et al. in [4] describe the more general principle. The entropy over the set of choices available to the agent at any time (the "option set entropy") is a local estimator of a system's global convergence. High entropy corresponds to low guidance for the agent, suggesting that it should not take further action. In this case, the length of the guidance vector directly reflects the guidance given to the agent, so it should be correlated with the option set entropy, consistent with their work. (It is not immediately clear why the variation in the guidance vector length is a more discriminating indicator than the length itself.) Crutchfield and Shalizi [21] have developed a theory of ε-machines, the minimal state machines that can accurately predict the future behavior of a system. The number of states in the ε-machine corresponds to the minimal amount of memory that must be maintained to predict the system's behavior. Increasing the memory size will not increase performance. Their theory also draws upon Kolmogorov and Chaitin's definition of a random time series of data as one that is not compressible. As a system's output becomes more and more complicated, and thus seems more and more random, the amount of state memory that must be maintained increases. However, predicting a completely random system requires no past state information, since future behavior is effectively uncorrelated from the past. Thus, there is an optimal memory horizon. Adding more memory than this is wasteful but is not inherently harmful to the ε-machine's prediction accuracy. This system admits a continuous measure of prediction uncertainty (the entropy) up to the memory of the state machine, beyond which point it is constant. Increasing an ε-machine's memory size neither increases nor decreases performance -outdated states are simply uncorrelated with the future and thus ignored. Our concern is with looking too far, not into the past, but into the future, where performance does degrade.
In our experiment, the mechanism by which increased lookahead confuses an agent is apparently the appearance of multiple Rambos in the ghosts' predictions. A Coward can flee effectively from a few Rambos, but its simple algorithm provides no effective way to flee from a large number at different azimuths. Thus the degradation of performance in this case can be traced to the limited information processing capability of the agents. 4 The effect of cognitive overload on agents, and the resulting pattern of increasing, then decreasing performance as the amount of information is increased, has been described in the context of a predator-prey experiment [22] . That system, unlike ours, is not predictive, and does not involve agent reasoning over multiple time steps.
The curves in Figure 3 and Figure 4 have the same general shape as the loss curve associated with the Minority Game, a simple model of multi-agent competition for scarce resources [5] . In the classic form of this game, n agents (an odd number) repeatedly choose between two resources, each with capacity ⎣n/2⎦. Thus at every step, exactly one resource will be overloaded. The agents have available a history of which resource was not overloaded at each round in the past, and they base their decision on a suffix of length m of that history. The score for each round is the population of the under-subscribed resource. The loss function for the system is the variance of that population. For an agent population of a given size, as m (and thus the amount of information available to each agent increases, the loss decreases to a minimum (a performance maximum), followed by an asymptotic return to an intermediate level (Figure 10 ). This general shape is the same as that of the death rate in our game (Figure 4 and Figure 6 ).
The two systems differ in their superficial structure. The minority game is driven by competition for scarce resources, while our example is based on pursuit and evasion. But there are important similarities.
First, one could consider the space occupied by the agents in our game as a resource that is in contention. The desire of Cowards to avoid Rambos is analogous to the desire of agents in the Minority Game to avoid overloading the same resource, though in our case the space being deconflicted is continuous rather than discrete.
Second, the behavior of both systems varies as agents make decisions based on information that is increasingly remote in time. In our system, performance first improves, then declines, as we apply knowledge of the present to predictions that reach farther into the future. In the Minority Game, the same pattern of performance change appears as agents use information farther and farther into the past to inform a decision in the present.
In the Minority Game, the asymptotic performance approached as m increases is what the agents would achieve if they made their selections randomly. The approach to the asymptote might be due 5 , not to dilution of the information in the history from nonlinear effects, but to the limited processing capacity of the population of agents. If one increases the size of the agent population, the point of optimal performance moves higher, suggesting that there is information in longer suffixes that can be retrieved by a more complex mechanism (i.e., a larger population). However, the history is not identical with the history analyzed by fewer agents, since the agents themselves generate the history by their interactions, and it may be that the asymptote does in fact reflect dilution of the history's information content by nonlinear effects. To our knowledge, the relation of nonlinear divergence of trajectories to the dynamics of the Minority Game has not been studied. The similarity between Figure 10 and Figure 4 may be another instance of universality in multi-agent systems [18] , in which similarly constrained patterns of interaction lead to similar outcomes in systems whose internal reasoning mechanisms are very different from one another. We intend to explore a deeper connection between the two systems in further research. Prediction is an important task in planning, but must be applied with care. If one seeks to look too far into the future, one may be deceived, for the nonlinear dynamics of realistic problems impose a prediction horizon. Beyond this point, increased lookahead leads to a decrease, rather than an increase, in performance. Systems that look into the future must be aware of this horizon, and should take steps to monitor their approach to it so that they do not mislead their users with useless information.
We have demonstrated the existence of a prediction horizon in one particularly successful prediction mechanism, based on polyagents that use a computational model of the domain as a mediating environment for the emulation of complex entity interactions. We have also suggested how individual avatars in such a system can adjust their lookahead to avoid over-predicting, on the basis of local estimators of how much guidance they are receiving from their ghosts. But our results are not restricted to systems of polyagents. The basic principles we have demonstrated are critical for any prediction mechanism:
1. Recognize the existence of a prediction horizon. 2. Identify locally accessible indicators that are correlated with the degradation of performance as one moves away from that horizon. 3. Use these indicators to adjust the lookahead that one uses to inform decisions. The results in this paper point to several directions for future research, which we are pursuing.
We have compared the area of effective prediction for different configurations somewhat qualitatively, by reference to visually apparent differences in the width of the region of low loss. We need a more quantitative measure of this region. A possible course is to fit an analytic form to the loss function. Figure 11 shows an instance of one promising family of functions, . Then the width w of the dip at a specified fraction θ of the distance α between the bottom of the dip and the asymptote will serve as a consistent measure of the region of useful predictions.
More work is needed on local heuristics that an agent can use to avoid predicting beyond the prediction horizon. The criterion that we have identified, standard deviation of the length of the guidance vectors, is correlated only crudely with the useful prediction region (compare Figure 4 with Figure 9 ). Application of the option set entropy concept from [4] should permit derivation of more satisfactory local heuristics.
The shape of the performance curve as a function of lookahead is qualitatively similar to the performance curve for the Minority Game. This similarity may reflect a deeper relation between the dynamics of these superficially similar systems, which we plan to explore.
